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Main Results 

Planets inclined to the disc midplane 

The secular behaviour of a test particle is set by its orbital 

plane relative to the planet’s. If the planes are similar, particle 

planes circulate about that of the planet (red region, below). 

Debris still forms an eccentric disc, but this is puffed up 

compared to the coplanar case. 

 

Secular evolution of test particle orbital planes, relative to the 

planet plane (if eplt = 0.8). Points show the initial disc midplanes in 

our simulations 

 

If the planet and particle planes are very different, particle 

planes librate about a plane orthogonal to that of the planet 

(black regions, above). Secular debris now forms a hollow 

“bell”-shape with holes at both ends, again aligned with the 

planet’s orbit. Scattering of the innermost particles may still 

occur. 

 

Systems with planet pericentre at ~90° to the disc midplane 

are long-term stable.  

 

Planet evolution is similar to the coplanar case. 

Timescales 

 Ejection of inner debris: particles on planet-crossing 

orbits are scattered, characterised by a diffusion timescale. 

However secular effects periodically separate planet-

particle orbits, preventing scattering. Thus the longer of 

the secular and diffusion timescales sets the clearing time. 

 

Time for 95% of unstable particles to be ejected (t95), vs 

analytic secular and diffusion times of the outermost unstable 

particle. If tsec > tdiff then t95 ~ 10 tsec , otherwise t95 ~ 10 tdiff 

 

 Debris structure evolution: differing secular periods 

mean eventually all particles have different secular 

phases, and the debris structure assumes its final shape. 

This occurs after several of the outermost particle’s 

secular times. Before then spirals may be present, and 

structures may not have aligned with the planet’s orbit. 

 
Evolution of the debris over time, if iplt = 0° 

Planets in the disc midplane 

Non-resonant debris is ejected if its initial semi-major axis is 

smaller than planet apocentre distance plus a few Hill radii. 

 

Secular effects dominate surviving non-resonant particles. 

Each orbit oscillates between a near circle and an ellipse 

apsidally aligned with the planet’s orbit, and superimposing 

intermediate orbits forms an eccentric disc. 

 

The coupled eccentricity - longitude of pericentre of the debris 

particles and planet. The red / black points are dominated by secular 

interactions and form the eccentric disc 

 

Schematic of the eccentric disc. Dots show the extreme orbits 

particles oscillate between, if all had the same semi-major axis 

 

Planet eccentricity rapidly decreases by ~10%. Its semi-major 

axis decreases by a smaller amount over a longer timescale.  

 Simulations 

We used the Mercury 6 n-body code to 

model the interaction. We ran a suite of 

simulations with the following parameters: 

 

Disc parameters 

 103-104 debris particles 

 Disc initially dynamically cold 

 Inner disc edge typically ~ 20 au 

 Outer disc edge typically ~ 60 au 

 Mdisc = 0.1-100 M  

 No radiation pressure or PR-drag 

 No disc self-gravity 

 

Planet parameters 

 Mplt = 1-1000 M   , Mplt ≥ 10 Mdisc 

 Pericentre at 5 au 

 Apocentre interior to, within or exterior to 

the debris disc 

 eplt = 0.2 - 0.9 

 Initially inclined with respect to the disc 

midplane by 0 - 90° 

 

 Outline 

We simulated an eccentric planet interacting with a less massive external debris disc, a potential aftermath of a planet-planet scattering or merging event. Planets near the disc midplane eject inner disc 

material, and surviving debris forms an eccentric disc apsidally aligned with the planet. Moderately inclined planets (iplt > 20° for eplt = 0.8) can instead sculpt a bell-shaped debris structure enveloping 

the planet’s orbit. Finally for high inclinations (iplt ~ 90°) the disc may remain stable orthogonal to the planet’s plane. We make several quantitative predictions for the debris and planet behaviour. 
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